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thing is certain — many of us are investing 
a huge amount of time dealing with eBook 
licensing and acquisitions, and this needs to 
change.  It is not sustainable in the long term, 
and efficiencies of scale and workflow need to 
be developed.  The question of digital rights 
management bedevils us at every turn, and 
undermines our clients’ ability to use eBooks 
for research and learning.  The fact that busi-
ness approaches and access methods have not 
evolved towards a standard model, in contrast 
to ejournals, reflects the problematic state of 
the eBook industry for academia.  eBooks are 
in catchup mode.  We are in a period of rapid 
transformation that is rife with opportunities 
and bewildering with complications. I find it 
a fascinating time (although it can be equally 
frustrating, depending on the day!).  Every day 
there are new questions to confront.
Being closely involved in ebook licensing 
and acquisitions, I was very happy to have the 
opportunity to develop an issue of Against 
the Grain devoted to the eBook, following on 
Cris Ferguson’s excellent vendor survey in 
the November 2006 issue.  In this issue, our 
contributors examine the impact of eBooks 
on libraries from the frontlines.  Public service 
issues, workflow integration, and the implica-
tions for collection development are raised. 
Michael Levine-Clark from the University of 
Denver assesses the challenges for integrating 
eBooks into approval plans.  He notes that “It 
is not so clear that all publishers recognize the 
need to supply their books electronically in a 
way that makes them fit easily into the library 
acquisition process”  Annis Lee Adams from 
University of Hawaii at Manoa compares 
the content and functionality of four major 
eBook collections in medicine.  She points out 
that “we need to communicate the strengths, 
weaknesses and desired innovations to the 
vendors at every opportunity, so that the ven-
dors understand the features important to us.” 
Millie Jackson from Florida State University 
examines the issues of title by title eBook selec-
tion versus acquiring eBook collection pack-
ages.  She observes that “there is an increased 
need for evaluation procedures and policies 
and for marketing the items we purchase.” 
Barbara Williams from the University of 
Arizona presents an analysis of engineering 
students’ use of an eBooks database versus 
printed sources.  She observes that “Engag-
ing in intellectual exchange paves the path to 
mutual understanding and informed decision-
making.”  William Gee from East Carolina 
University addresses the many challenges of 
eBooks for an interlibrary loans service, argu-
ing that “Libraries and publishers simply must 
find methods either to truly loan eBooks or at 
the very least methods to cheaply and automati-
cally rent them.”  Lorraine Busby from the 
University of Western Ontario reflects on the 
complex issues of eBook acquisitions, pricing 
models, and access.  She notes that “The lack 
of consistency and the variety of options at the 
point of purchase should give librarians cause 
to pause and consider workflow repercussions 
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Collection and Information Resources Coordinator 
University of Ottawa 
65 University, Ottawa, Canada 
Phone:  (613) 562-5800 x3645    Fax:  (613) 562-5196 
<thorava@uottawa.ca>
Born & lived:  Born in Montreal, Canada.  Moved to Ottawa in 1987.
early liFe:  Lived in Montreal until I was eighteen, then moved to Ottawa.
Family:  Parents born in Czechoslovakia; emigrated after World War 2.  Have 
two children, malcolm and adam, and wife susan.
education:  BA in English & History (like many librarians!) in 1983; MLIS in 
1987; MA (English Literature) in 1994.
First joB:  Medical research startup company ... didn’t last too long. 
ProFessional career and activities:  Have worked at the university of ot-
tawa since 1987 ... Reference, Distance education, Document Delivery, Electronic 
resources, and Collection development. 
in my sPare time i like to:  Play tennis (summer); cross-country ski (winter); 
sing in a community choir (good for the soul).
Favorite Books:  Blink by malcolm Gladwell; The Future of Ideas by lawrence 
lessig.
Pet Peeves/What makes me mad:  Vendors who don’t listen to clients; new 
technologies that are smoke and mirrors.
PhilosoPhy:  Bring dedication and curiosity to your daily work, take risks, and 
try not to take yourself too seriously.
most meaninGFul career achievement:  Co-developing the model license 
agreement for the ontario council of university libraries.
Goal i hoPe to achieve Five years From noW:  Five years is a lifetime! 
I hope to be engaged in the effort to develop the library as a full partner in 
academia.
hoW/Where do i see the industry in Five years:  If we can find simpler 
ways of presenting the gamut of quality resources to our clients, and integrating 
services and collections, we can raise the 
profile of the library.  We need to become 
more sensitive to the expectations and needs 
of clients, and influencing vendors to provide 
scholarly content and intuitive interfaces. 
The emergence of new scholarly communica-
tion systems, and the debate over intellectual 
property/copyright issues, will loom large. 
We need to be at the forefront of this dis-
course to demonstrate how relevant we are 












and how much staff effort is needed to man-
age a digital format.”  Aline Soules from East 
Cal State University discusses the impact of 
licensing and acquisitions on the limitations of 
how eBooks are used.  She observes that, “The 
possibilities and permutations are only going 
to increase.  Now is the time for acquisitions to 
devise ways to manage these new information 
sources and formats.” 
Taken together these articles provide in-
sights into many of the challenges we face in 
dealing with eBooks, and illustrate the complex 
landscape in which we are now living and 
working.  
Speaking of email correspondence, heard 
recently from Tom the terrific Leonhardt 
<thomasl@admin.stedwards.edu>.  Tom is 
on the ALA Committee on Accreditation so 
he’s not spending much time in the exhibits, 
which is his usual hangout.  He admits that he 
has been a delinquent contributor to ATG.  He 
is reading galleys for a book he is editing for 
Haworth Press.  (He didn’t give me the title, 
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